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•Student government

Orenduff addresses General Student Senate
By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer
Acting chancellor of the University of Maine System and board
of trustee search committee nominee for new chancellor, J. Michael
Orenduff fielded questions from
the General Student Senate Iasi
night at their new meeting location
in 107 Corbett Hall.
Orenduff spoke briefly about
his background in the[Name system, including being president of
the University of Maine at Farmington and also a finalist for
[Manes presidency a year and a

half ago He then answered vanous questions about his likely future job as chancellor.
Orenduff said if bets approved
as chancellor by the full hoard of
trustees at their next meeting being
held on Nov. 15 in Presque Isle, de
will miss being on the different
campuses but at the same time he
will he "active and visible" and be
available to come back and speak
on campuses.
"If m not on the campuses, I
wouldn't he really serving my duty
as chancellor." Orenduff said.
Orenduff defended the chancellor's office when 'nter-Frater-

nity Council Vice President Anthony Bessey questioned him about
the UMaine system being better
off without the office of the chancellor at all. Orenduff explained
that a large part of his duties are to
work with the state legislature to
increase system funding. He spoke
offormer chancellor Robert Woodbury's fight for funding for the
system over the past year as a key
task that any chancellor must carry
out.
-The question we have to ask
is. would the budget cuts have been
See G SS on page 8

J. Michael Orenduff speaks to GSS last night.(Boyd photo.)

•Recognition

Maryann Hartman Awards presented
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer

ahn photo.)
A mother and child vote in Orono (Geyerh

Three women were honored
with the Maryann Hartman Award
last night for their spirit, achievements and zest for life.
The annual award is given to
three women who have been nominated. and selected on their inspiration to others and have demonstrated the levels ofattainment now
possible for women The award is
used to"increase campus and community awareness of contemporary women's accomplishments."
A committee of 15 members
from the University. of Maine and
from the community chose the recipients from a nomination list of
candidates.
approximately
The first award was given to
Joan Brooks who,after seven children and being out of school for 22
years,returned to receive her bachelor's, master's and doctorate degrees She has received numerous
awards for her contribution to conservation and waste management
"I take my work seriously. but

I don't take me seriously," Brooks
said. "What I do is special, I'm
not."
Brooks said she believes that
she was chosen for this honor hecause of her notoriety "I was a
non-traditional student before they.
coined the term," she said.
"Because I have all of this PR
out there, it makes people think of
me when it comes to awards," she
said, referring to her many television appearances,talk shows,coy'erage in the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and numerous feature
articles in The Bangor Daily News
and Maine Alumnus.
"Fm a bit different," Brooks
said.-There aren't too many women who design waste water treatment systems -The second award was go en to
Mary "Winnie" MacDonald. MacDonald was honored for her work
with AIDS support groups and education. She was infected with the
virus ten years ago, hut was not
diagnosed until seven years later
when she developed AIDS.
"She lives daily and teaches as

many people about AIDS.She lives
very courageously with various illness," Sandy Titus said. Titus, who
also works with AIDS patients.
presented MacDonald with the
award.
MacDonald is three-fourths
blind, but still is very active.
"No matter what I do,I'm talking about it." she said. MacDonald
spends much of her time listening
to talking books. She also has a cat.
Oliver. who keeps her company.
"She is committed to living
well,and the quality of life," Titus
said.
"This aw ard means a lot," MacDonald said "A lot of people out
there are really listening to the
AIDS issue Especially to:he women. Women have the largest expanding numbers."
The final recipient was Mary
PhilbriNyk Philbrook is the first
woman to be elected tnhal leader
of the Maine Micmacs in Amostook County . She has done extensive work with her tribe, including
See AWARDS on page 11

Refeeendum Results:

•Ice accessibility

Cold war settled in Alfond Arena
people came from two sources
at the meeting said they
Someone
Staff writer
had heard that the nick music group
to
The ice in the Alfond Arena Pearl Jam was refused access
holds many of the nation's best Alfond as a place to hold a concert
'collegiate hockey players. but is The other issue was voiced by Brian
was not
also located on a unisersity campus Pike who said his fraternity
that can find other uses for it when allowed to play broornhall there
The senate sent letters to the
the champs are away
The question of accessibility to arena administrators, voicing their
exclusion gothis ice for other functions was displeasure with any
of Student
President
Vice
on
ing
meetbrought up in last week s GSS
Government Valerie Collin.: spoke
ing
Student Go% emnient President to Director of Athletics Mike
.
issue,
Collin Wor.ter said that the issue of Plostek about these
had not
he
that
said
Plosrek
certain
excluding
Arena
Alfond

By Dana Gray

was told to call
talked to anyone connected in any office at A Ifond and
office It
Sports
nal
Recreatio
the
as
w
issue
this
way to Pearl Jam.and
the broomhall
chalked up to rumor As for the was at this office that
status of accessibility to the arena game was denied
Plosiek said that Alfond will
for events such as hroomball, he
students and orsaid d ings have remained the same continue ti allow
the facility
use
to
ns
ganizatio
been
In ihe past. teams base
scheduling, but the
able to rent the ice for bnximhall through proper
does not exgames This year. how es er, a team playing of bnxyrnhall
for ice,
need
the
on
fall
.lusisely
was dented this actisity
equipAlpha Phi Omega fraternity there also must he the proper
ment
tried to reserve ice time and ran into
-The question is not of pining
a wall as a result of a Recreational
but getting the equipment
access,
Studecision
Sports Department
dent and APO brother Brian Pike
See ALFOND on page 8
contacted the ice-time scheduling

Texas Toxic Waste

State Tern- Limits

Bond Issues

$$$
See page 11
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elected editor
• Pravda to publish, but with state-s
missile system
• Japan may receive US help with
• Scandal so large it may take too long to prosecute

WorldBriefs

•Bulger murder trial

•State censorship

under police questioning
Restrictions on Russian media remain Youth cracks
-- One ot two II -year -olds accused of murdenng a
England

MOSCOW(AP)-A riviinth after President Bons l'eltsan closed 15 hardline newspapers. the government has hacked off censorship. but tough controls on the media remain
The t ormer Communist Party daily Pr.it dais scheduled to appear on Tuesday for
the tirst time in four weeks Pravda agreed to a government demand to choose a new editor
and ease up on attacking the gosernment
Although Western leaders backed Yeltsin when he sent tanks on Oct. 4 to force
opponents of his reforms out of parliament, his decision to close some newspapers and
introduce censorship was met with dismay at home and abroad
The Ministry of Press and Information de t ended the decision to shut the newspapers and

PRES ION.
of how the boy was
toddler confessed to the crime and gave police a chilling account
Tuesday
said
prosecutor
the
beaten to death,
Prosecutor Richard Henriques also told the court the two boys had a "fluent capacity
with their crime
to tell lies" and tried to blame each other when confronted
found Dear a rail line after he was
The severed body of 2-year-old James Bulger was
outraged a nation facing a nsing
abducted from a shopping mall in February The murder

said censorship was necesaary
The 15 papers were indefinitely harmed by Yeltsin because they supported the extremists who opposed him. According to an information ministry statement last month, the
papers ''boosted militant opposition to economic and political ref:urns. to the president and
gosernment. and were in fact the ideological headquarters of the rebellion"
The gm eminent relented on its initial demand that Pravda change its name
Its new editor. former Washington correspondent Viktor Linnik, said the first issue
would not take a confrontational tone, hut added "We will publish everything except
hysterics and screams
Several of the banned newspapers, including .Varodnava Pravda of St Petersburg and
Glasnost. may be allowed to reappear if they are cleared of violation of Russian press laws
Unlike Prascia. the Sos ietskay a Rossiya newspaper so far has ignored government
demands to change its editor
Fasc:st newspapers will not he allowed to publish, said Serget Luktiutsky of the
intormation ministry

•Technology trade

tide of violent pis ende crime
said one of them confessed during
Both boys have pleaded innocent, but Hennques
police questioning
known in court as
The boy, referred to as''Child B.- told police the other I I year-old,
where
his body was
line
rail
the
near
toddler
the
at
bricks
throwing
"Child A.- started
found, liennques said
Child B said he, too, began lobbing bncks. Henriques said, but the toddler at first tried
to get up and would not stay down.
Hennques said Child B also told police he kicked James in the face at the rallw ishne
where the toddler's body was found
.The prosecutor said Monday that the boys also apparently threw stones anti a piece at
metal at James in a 'prolonged and nilent attack
The cause of death, the prosecutor said today, was multiple fractures to the toddler's
skull. James' body was later cut in half by a train
The two chubby . dark-haired defendants are seated next to social w orkers on a specially
raised dais so they can see the courtroom proceedings ot era brass bar in front of them Theu
,re, trie.r.r,1 he, arr, :rt their cc
names have nor'

WorldDigest

US may trade defense,
commercial technology
n

2

Tokyo

Iktense Secretary Les Aspin
API
Tuesday offermi to help Japan build a missile defense
system in exchange for access to more of Japan's
advanced commercial technologies
Japan's interast in missile defense stems mainly from
North Korea's development of ballistic missiles capable
of reaching Japanese soil and its alleged pursuit of nuclear
warheads
Aspin discussed the issues dunng a 90-minute meeting
today with his Japanese counterpart. Keisuke Nakanishi, and
he also met for about a half hour with Prime Minister Monhim
Hosokawa in his first s isit to Tokyo as defense secretary
Nakanishi told Aspm his country was "deeply interested..
in cieseloping a means of defending against ballistic missile
attack, but he made no commitments and did not indicate how
Japan planned to pursue it, a 1. S official said The official
briefed reporters on condition he not he identified
Aspin laid out two main options for Japan buy a ready
made missile defense system trom the Pentagon. or develop
.. ,Tetatrwr ss ith the I. .nited States as part tit
such a system in ,
;,.inese technology exchanges
,1 1 s
a broader prov:

•3

1
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•Column
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•Italian corruption scandal
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Statute of limitations
Senior PLO official
may run out on crimes Haiti general rebuffs
ROME: 1API - A prosecutor's comments that
UN plan for democracy arrested in Tunisia
defendants in Italy's corruption scandal could escape
4 Justice
authorities have ar11 \IS. Tunisia I AP
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (API -- Hoping to
because of tnal delays ignited debate Monday
the
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•Refusal to talk

•Plot to kill Arafat

To saw BI

TUMMiill

post-war history
The issue of what to do with nearly ;IOU politicians.
business figures and bureaucrao caught up in the scandal is
one of this country 's most sexing problems
.After 19 months of daily arrests and disclosures of
probes. only one rillii)Or trial has begun Italians are groping
toward the future after the decapitation of a political class
that has run the nation tor dts. ades
At a ludic-tat conference Sunday. prosecutor Gherardo
nub()raised the alarm that because the investigation is so
I 41 mans t‘f the
huge, the statute of limitations could nin
crimes alleged in the "Mani Pulite'. Clean liandsi probe
now, prosecutors base v (irked as fast as they can
considering the sued the affair. and hase acted by the book,
. on Months reported him as %ay Ing
newspaper,

Nations wants to hold new talks on Wednesday.
Hain's ro.ertwoker — the army -- isn't listening
The military hacked out a deal that would base allowed
‘„,
er lied r4Tliortlt fr'irl Bertrand Anstale to rrthrn to r„,
last Saturday Army commander la Gen Raoul Cedras even
suggested the U•-brokered accord he signed was dead
The United Nations insists the accord is applicable, and
plans to con% ene new talks in Port-au Printe with an
Anstide representatis e. Cedras and the presidents of Hain
two houses of parliament beginning V. ednesday
N ifficial. speaking on conduit in if antinynuty .said the
ins aahon
military was the iwils rrarty not to accept the
S Ernhass% sp.ikesman Startles Schrager also said the
military hadn't responded, hut that negotiators were prepar
mg any way for a meeting

called a new assassination piol against 1
Adnan N'assen. top aide to the Palestinian Liberation
Organization's diplomatic representative in Tunis. was taken into custody Oct 26 after hieing siimmonc-d to the Foreign
Ministry, the sources said His son Ilan] also was arrested.
No charges were filed against the two men KO base
1.110,Yrrialit immunity 1 nder normal pi-lance. the suspect%
ould he handed er to the PLO alter al unistan in% estigation
The
I sources said Adnan l'assen 1.111:1114 gated with
unick-ntitied Islamic tinklamentalist groups that are alleged1,, seeking to kill PI 0 chairman Arafat and other senior
officials because of their peace accord with Israel
The sources, who spoke ixil% on condition 01 anon,nifty.
said Yassen was found with a hit list hearing the names of
Arafat and AMIn al Hindi, the PLO s k hid t ot se.any

ROS

9 Pine Street
()r000, Maine 0447
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•Column

Sex Matters

a d,

Q: I am not mire w hat
to do. My boyfriend and
I have a great time together but in many ways
were not the MUM. In
fat t, the longer we go out
the more pronounced
our differences become.
For example, he feels that it's OK to have
sex before marriage, while I believe in
waiting. I don't want to break up with
him — hut it doesn't seem possible to
continue dating.if you know what I mean.
Female, Junior
A: What you seem to he dealing with is
incompatible sexual values between you
and your boyfriend Have you been able to
talk with him about this' What is his opinion' Are you feeling pressured? What are
the things that hold your relationship togeth-

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D.

Q: If you are on the pill, when is. the
er? Are you compatible in many other areas':
Compatible sexual values are an important most dangerous time to have sex? When
consideration in dating. However, you should do you ovulate? Female, Sophomore
A• The pill prevents ovulation from orknow that some couples develop and mainLining: therefore, technically there is no
tain a relationship despite differences between their sexual values. Foi example, a -dangerous tune- on terms of pregnancy)to
person who values monogamy may become have sex Each pill contains a combination of
involved with a person who values sexual the synthetic forms of estrogen and progestvariety with multiple partners. Couples with erone hormones normally found in a womconflicting sexual values may consider the an's body. The additional dotage provided
following options: Changing their values: by the pill makes a woman's hormone kvel
Changing their behavior (while retaining steady.similar to when she is pregnant Theretheir values); Accepting their differences, fore, the pill acts to -fake out a woman's
and Ending their relationship In your case. body into thinking it's pregnant. it prevents
you will need to decide what is best for you. pregrkncy by I) preventing maturation and
I would hope that you would be able to find release of an egg each month from the ovathe strength to hold onto those things that ries, 2)making the utt floe lining unreceptive
you feel are important and not feel pressured for an egg, and 3) causing the cervical muto
to change your values or behavior for the cous to thicken, making it harder for sperm
penetrate. Once prescribed, a woman takes a
sake of saving a relationship.

pill everyday for 21 days and then none for
seven days. During this time, menstruation
occurs. Some brands contain seven additional sugar pills of another color placebos tube
taken during this time to help her keep track
of the days (her partner can ta):e them instead') Pills are taken everyday at the carne
time,to keep the hormone level the same.The
pill is estimated to be 99 percent effective in
preventing pregnancy and can be obtained
through out Cutler Health Center or our local
Family Planning agency
Sandra L Caron is Assistant Professor
of Family Relations in the Department of
Human Development She teaches CHF351
Human Sexuality in the Spring semester.
Questions for Dr. Caron should be sent
directly to The Maine Campus, basement of
Lord Hall. Coin rightSandra L Caron, 1993.

•Seafood

Scientists predict another dismal shrimp harvest
PORTLAND, Maine( AP)— Scientists
predicted another poor shnmp season in the
Gulf of Maine as a panel from three states
considered shortening the season to help
shrimp stocks recover.
The catch was expected to be similar to
last year, when landings dropped to 3 2
million pounds from an as erage of5 million
to 8 million pounds from 1984 to 1991
A regulatory panel that sets the season
must weigh recommendations of scientists
who want the season shortened and shrimp
icessorsa ho say the% need a season of at

lea it four months.
Scientists who met in Worxis Hole,Mass.
last week decided the season should he three
months -- January through March — to
help shrimp stocks recover from overfishing.
"We make our recommendations based
on the biology of the critter... said Daniel
Schick, a biologist with Maine s Department of Marine Resources. -We have to
consider a hat is best for the shrimp
Scientists say a shorter season in 1994
rele i,t•
would give female shnnip tin

I!!! Performing this week

TGIF
MUSIC AND LUNCH
Come listen to music performed by
UM students. faculty and guests
Selected Fridays 12 15 pm, in the
Bangor Lounges Mernonaf Union

University
Brass
Quintet
Sponsored by Memorial Union &
111
the Music Department

Last Chance
To save BIG on all '93 models left in stock. !

their larvae and protect smaller male shnmp
front being caught 'nearly spring
The regulatory panel,consisting of members from Maine. New Hampshire and Massachusetts. will hold a public meeting Nov
10 before establ'shin? the upcoming season.
For the past two years, scientists have
recommended three-month seasons Regulators ended up approving five- and 4 I/2month seasons, with Sunday fishing prohib-

ited
Processors and fishemien said regulators must consider the human factor when
setting seasons.
"We've got to go January through
April." said Spencer Fuller, co-owner of
Resource Trading Co., a shrimp processor
in Portland.
On a positive note,scientists think better
days are ahead for the shnmp industry

Do You Have What It Takes To Be a

Resident Assistant?
The Department of Campus Living is
recruiting quality candidates for our
Resident Assistant Applicant Pool to fill a
limited number of vacancies.
The application procedure begins with this
required 1 hour information session.
Sessions will be heid in the Penobscot Hall
Main Lounger Wednesday, November
3rd at 4p.m., and again on Thursday,
November 4th at 4p.m.
Additional sessions will be held in January
for Fall 1994 positions.

BIKE

ROSE

Dive In and Make a Difference.
Apply to Become a Resident Assistant.

Save 10% on all parts & accessories
Mon 0
Only with this Coupon Tura Wed Tlturs
•
9 Pine Street
t,
Orono, Maine 04473
Only at Rose Bike
866 3525

L.

Offer Fames

li‘24.93
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•Rapper news

Flavor Flay
arrested after
shooting
NEW YORK(AP)— Flavor Has of
Public Enemy was arrested for allegedly'
shooting at a neighbor Monday an a dispute authorities say may h.i% e started over
the rapper's girlfnend.
The 34-year-old musician, whose real
name is William Drayton. was to be arraigned Tuesday on attempted murder
and weapons possession charges, police
said. He was ordered held without bail.
The shooting took place outside the
high-nse ziparunent building where Drayton and the other man Ilse and may have
been ON el Drayton's girlfriend, said police Sgt. Michael McGrath
The incident ta:curred a thy after another prominent rapper. Tupac Sham.
was arrested in the shooting of two on-duty police officers in Atlanta Shakur.
who was released on bail Monday. was
charged with two county of aggraYated
assault 11w officers were released from a
hospital Monday
McGrath said he arid another officer
went to Drayton's apartment building in the
borough of the Bronx after hearing shots.
The apartment's doorman told police
Drayton fired at another resident outside
the building. The other man,whose name
wasn't released. warm't hart
Dray ton surrendered to police in the
building's lobby and took the officers to
his 23rd-floor aparunent where McGrath
said they found an =la msed 380-caliber semiautomatic pi.' atth one build
missing (oar, its ate.
Drayton and Shakur have both had
previous brushes with the taw.
Drayton was arrested in 1991 for allegedly punching his girlfriend and was
arrested last year on two outstanding
wan ants, one for the alleged assault on
the girlfnend and the other for a traffic
violation. He was freed on bail.
Shakur,22. was also cited Sunday for
an outstanding battery charge for allegedly slapping a woman who asked for his
autograph last summer. Atlanta police
Capt. Herb Carson said.
Police said Sunday's shootings occurred after the two offices-I. who are
brothers, were nearly hit by two cars 26
they crossad a street with their waves_

•Vandalism

Crime against nature affects visitors

Anyor

By Chris DeBeck

By F. J. Gallaghe
Staff Writer

Staff Writer
logs Iront a nature trail were destroyed
on the night of Oct 18 with no clear suspects
Of MOli% es.
The logs, approximately 3 feet long,
w ere"smashed to pieces,"according to Judy
Markowsky a Maine Audubon educator.
The logs, she said, are part of a nature
trail located in the woodland preserve on
Rangeley Road. The trail IN used to educate
children about ecology and is topped off by
has ing the children crawl through the hollow logs
-The logs are a wonderful educational
opportunity to teach children about the value of trees and the wilderness," Markow sky
said. -The logs are a highlight of the tour."
Markow sky left V.ork on Oct. 18. w oh
the logs still in their hollow state. When she
returned the next morning their condition
had changed radically
Sometime during the 16-hour period
when atarkow sky left the area, the logs had
been destroyed, with pieces scattered about.
According to a police report, damage to
the logs was approximately. $1(1.), the cost of
transporting and placing the logs.
Marko% sky called the University of
Maine's Public Safety Department to report
the incident. No motives or suspects are
known at this time, according to the report.
Markowsky said she doesn't know who
may have destroyed the logs. but said she feels
it might base oern older, stronger people
"It took some considerable strength.
she said. "It wasn't Just a couple of little
kids
Marko% sky said that children will feel
the effect most She said 13.000 children
has e taken the nature walks since 1987
"Hundreds of kids have sent thank-you
notes saying that cra ^ling through the logs
was their fa%()rite part of the tour." she said.
s a shame to see an educational opportunity destroyed for no apparent reason"
Markow sky is also looking for possible
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Only

PORTSMOUTH. a
nents of a plan to store
the Portsmouth Naval
public hearing that it's t
and has too many peo
make a good dump site
The shipyard is loc
sea level in "an area
population density"
inF the summer touri
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photo.)
Children playing in hollow logs before they were vandalized (Boyd
replacement logs which can be used on the
IOW

"I don't want to take away logs from a
bear or a porcupine. but if anyone has logs
out on the edge of some property, I'd love to
said
hear about it:

Phantom radio operator sends phony instructions
ROANOKE. Va 1API t'sing a transmitter and manuals anyone can buy through
the mail, a man dubbed the Roanoke Phantom posed as an an traffic controller and

"Evekyillu • . at 3:15 pal"
tter L'OungstiVIcinonal Unic)n

!WEDNESDAY is STUDENT'S DAY!
Save S3 off a McQuik's Full Service Oil Change!

FAA spokesman Paul Steucke said.
gave pilots bogus [num:taxis
Elocook was arrested Sept 22 In his
The airwave piracy went on for six weeks
aviabefore Federal Av iation Administration living mom, federal agents found an
agents using radio receivers and antennas tion transmitter that can be bought from
traced most of the signals to an old Buick mail -order companies for about $500,directories on airport navigation, aeronautical
that cruised the outskirts of Roanoke Re
frequencies and radio transmissions, two
gional Airport
radio scanners and tape recorders
Rodney E Bocook,a 27 year -old unern
-It was a %et) dangerous situatior
ployed Janitor, was charged with communi
said Don Port, an FAA official who beadng information that endangered the safe
• y ii aircraft in night He could get tip to 22 ed a task force investigating the case.
years in prison He was ordered held without "The controllers were under a great deal
of stress at times Every thing was under
caused
ns
control, hut they were trying to separate
None of the phony transmissio
any accidents or close calls, though some traffis and trying to deal with this perpilots followed some of the instructions,
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E JDR Computer Servic s
1)
Term Papers, Resumes
Sharmarc Programming Tutors - Games
Send for a Complete Catolog of Shareware and

765 Hogan Rd. Bangor
505 Wilson St. Brewer

CL1P'N SAVE!

Anyone interested in don tang hollow
logs should contact Markow sky at 581-2900.
Those who can provide information about
the log-smashing incident should also contact Markowsky or the UMaine Public Safer", Office at S81 4040

•Air traffic mischief
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•Youth hostels

Anyone can see the world on a shoestring budget
:ommtx.iations for travprovides low-cost ao,
ellers, often in historically or culturally
significant buildings. For example,the hostel in Seattle is located in a building that
was once known as "the Ellis Island of the

By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered what its like to
spend the night in a trethouse? Hive you
wondered what it's like to be awoken by the West."
The cost of staying a night in a hostel
lonely sound of foghorns bellowing out
s between $7 and $15 nationwide,
average
if
warnings to ships in San Francisco Bay?
being a little more exyou decide to do some traveling and stay in with some locations
New York City is $22
in
hostel
The
pensive.
find
could
you
an Amencan Youth Hostel,
per night.
out
Toby Pyle, public relations director for
The hostel movement first appeared at
,explained that contrary to popular
HI-AYH
the turn of the century in Germany Schoolare no age restrictions at a hosthere
belief
overon
pupils
their
take
would
teachers
tel.
their
for
night trips and use rural schools
-There are no age restrictions, except in
overnight stays The movement spread to
aria where you have to be under 26 That
IFtv
n
Amenca
when
1934
the United States in
leaves almost 6,000 hostels in 70 counstill
educators imported the concept
where anybody of any age can stay. We
tries
merional-A
Internat
ng
Hostelli
Today,
beat out Best Western in that categoeven
that
ation
ican Youth Hostels is an organiz

ry," Pyle said
Although anyone can stay at a hostel.
priority is given to members over non-members. A membership costs $25 and entitles
the member to a discounted overnight rate,
as well as local discounts that vary city to
city.
Hostels are licensed by the organization,
and as such are subject to standards of quality and inspections to insure that those standards are adhered to. Accommodations are
usually dormitory style, with separate quarters for men and women Often a small chore
is assigned This might include taking the
trash out or cleaning up after a meal
-There's no maid, no porter. and no
mints on the pillow in a hostel Basically, we
just ask people to clean up after themselves."
Pyle said.
Reservations are recommended,although

each hostel keeps open a certain percentage
of beds for walk-ups.
In Boston, the hostel is located on Hernenway Street in the Back Bay district. It
costs $11 per night for members and they
very often feature entertainment programs
and excursions for visitors.
Caroline Dillon, an employee of the
Boston hostel,explained that tonight is Comedy Club night, with the hostel providing
free passes to some of Boston's better comedy clubs.
"We have nightly programs for solo travelers, like Comedy Club Night. and Quincy
Market Night, stuff like that A lot of our
things are geared for people over 21, so that
can be a drag for someone from another
culture where that was never a problem We
do have lots of things that are available for
everyone though."
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•Privacy deb;
•MSEA

High court rules state employee too late to appeal pension cuts
AUGI'STA. Maine (AP) — The L'S
Supreme Court has refused to consider a
challenge of reductions in Maine state-employee pension benefits, saying the Maine
State Employees Association's appeal came
too late
An attorney for the MSEA said Monday.
the union v. ill contest the decision by the
office of the court clerk in Washington, but
acknouledged that it would be difficult to
win a ref ersal
''This is another long shot in a long-shot
case," said the NISTA's John Lemieux
While Lemieux characterized the decision as procedural, an aide to Gov. John R
Mc Kernan said it reaffirmed the administra
tion's position that the 149 I pension cuts

were valid
The justices "could fuse taken it if they
wanted to" Abby Holman said
A letter from Attorney General Michael
E Carpenter conveying the decision to
McKernan and state retirement officials
seemed to support Holman's reading of the
situation
"This means that the decision of the
Supreme Judicial Court of Maine is this case
is now final." Carpenter wrote
Frank Lorson,the(IS. Supreme Court's
chief deputy clerk, declined to speculate
about whether the court would °ferrule its
clerks but noted that the court wrote the
rules on which the decision was based
At issue in the case are whether pension

were pri mused to them at the time they were
hired. The Maine supreme court disagreed,
however,and upheld the changes It was that
decision that the MSEA appealed.
The clerk's office in the high court ruled
that the 90-day appeal period began July IS.
the date a rehearing was denied by the state
supreme court, and the deadline was consequently Oct. 13. The MSEA's appeal was
not postmarked until Oct 21
Lemieux contended that the appeal penrid should not have begun until the state
supreme court's judgment was entered in
the Superior Court on July 27, which would
efits
the deadline back by more than
A Superior Court judge ruled that the pushed
time.
enough
ernplos
ing
say
tional,
unconstitu
uts were
Said Liirson.''That's his interpretation.'•
ees hay e a right to expect the benefits that

benefits may he changed for state employees once they are on the payroll Specificalcuts the Legislature
ly, it centers on those
budget agreement
the
of
part
as
approf ed
of
that ended an unprecedented shutdown
t
governmen
state
The changes affected thousands of employees who had less than seven years'
sera ice when they took effect Dec I, 1991.
62,
The retirement age was raised from 60to
increased.
were
penalties
t
-retiremen
early
and unused sick time and vacation days
were excluded from the calculation of ben-

•Intimidation
•Religion

rville candidate tries to
Priest who admitted having Wate uade some college voters
diss
sex transferred to convent
WiNSLOW,Maine(AP)— A Roman
Catholic priest who admitted has ing sex
with a woman parishioner was assigned
as the chaplain at a consent, a church
official said Monday
The Rev . Maurice N Morin has worked
part time at the Mount Merici convent in
Waterville during the year and a half he
has spent as temporary administraux at
St John, the Baptist Church in neighboring Winslow Nov.. he will work with the
t'rsuline sisters at the consent full time,
while living with another priest at the
rectory- at a Waters die church
Bishop Joseph John Gerry made the
assignment, said a spokesman for the
Roman Cathol.c Diocese in Portland
' It's a convent ... so it's a very supers. ised kind of environment.- the Rev
Michael Henchal. the chancellor of the
diocese said, adding that most of the nuns
in the consent are elderly
"Ws not a situation that poses any
threat to them or him or whatever." Hen chat caid
The Ref Paul M Pare, pastor of the

Notre Dame Church in Watery-ilk, said
Morin would live with him at the Notre
Dame rectory.
Morin, 54. acknowledged a week ago
that he had sex with Ruth E. Swanson of
Cunitaerland. who said in a law suit that
the affair took place while Morin was the
parish priest at the Church of St. Gregory
the (;real in Gray
Su anson and her husband, Albeit are
suing Morin and the Roman Catholic Diocese in Portland. saying Msyrin violated
their trust and nearly destroyed their marriage.
Morin contends that he and Mrs Su an con share the blame for their relationship
While conceding that they had sex, he
denied that he counseled the Swansons or
abused his relationship with them.
Mann's was assigned to the Winslow
church on a temporary hasis after an "evaluation and treatment process'' that followed his departure from the Gray church
'It's always been seen as kind of a
temporary thing, until his personal(situanon) got squared au ay .'• Herichal said
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with Thomas students whit have no legitimate interests in the outcome of this local
election. We are going to take vs hate% er
legal steps we can to prevent this from
happening,- read the letter signed by John
P labor.Inn% arcr s father and lawyer.
Tnnuard said Monday that she felt obligated to inform out-of-state students that
they could lose their scholarships
"I felt very strongly they probably should
understand all the ramifications," she said
Secretary of State Bill Diamond said
students can vote wherever they choose.
"The attorney general researched the
case, and found that students are, in fact,
constitutionally neutral" and -are eligible
to register, eligible to f ote.' - he said
Diamond said the same issue came up a
write-in candidate
days ago in l.ecc Won. when Bates Colfew
regiscuter
out
handed
he
said
Madore
the gay.
tration cards to students who asked for them lege students registered to vole on
nghts hill
and he did not approve of the letters
I'm not sure of the molts atton behind
'I didn't like the bushwhack.- he said
1 nnuard's letters to students warned the person who wrote the letter.'• Diamond
said "There's nothing illegal about chal
that their votes would he challenged
''It is our lient s position that Professor lenging a sole What isn't legal is to disrupt
make
Madore is improperly attempting to manip- voting in any way The warden will
ulate a local ward election for school hoard sure that doesn't happen

WAILRVILLT.Maine API A school
hoard candidate whose lawyer sent out fetters warning college student. not to cote
used "pure intimidation to scare away students from f oting... her opponent said
Candidate Pamela Inn% aid ran against
Nelson Madore, a history and government
professor at Thomas College (hi Monday,
letters from Trinuard's lawyer were waiting in dozens of college mailboxes Tlte
letters told students not to participate in
local elections
Inn% aid is a Democrat who wants to
represent Ward on the Waters ilk Board of
Education, a position Madore has held for
the past 12 year% Irma ard defeated Madore in a primary. and he is running as a
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•Privacy debate

•NTS program

Packwood offers diary details Domestic violencc addressed
on job offers to former wife
by Spruce Run speaker
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WASHIN(ITON(AP) --- A fuming Sen.
Bob Packwood offered Tuesday to turn over
"every scintilla of information" in his diariex on efforts to have lobbyists hire his
former wife. The Senate Ethics Committee
!wid no; it still wanted the diaries themselves.
Two Republican senators then proposed
the same deal with the intention of forcing a
Senate vote on the issue.
The second day of argument over access
to Packwood's diaries moved from legal
theories to new disclosures.
It was Packwood himself who told a
rapt chamber that the committee raised
questions about his "helping Mrs. Packwood find employment and linkage to official duties" Packwood said the job solicitations involved four people but did not
elaborate.
The core of the arguments focused on
this question: Can the committee gain access to material containing potential evidence of misconduct ranging be ond earlier
allegations of sexual harassment.
Packwood offered to provide all diary
entries on the employ ment opportunities for
his former wife, Georgie, in addition to his
longstanding proposal to turn over everything involving the original allegations: that
he made unwanted sexual advances to more
than two dozen w omen and tried to intimidate some of them to keep them quiet.
Packw04id and his wife were divorced in
1991.
Packwood's offer wasembraced by Sens
Arlen Specter,R -Pa and John Danforth.R Mo., who offered it as an amendment to a
pending motion which would put the Senate
on record as authorizing a law suit to obtain

Committee Chairman Richard II Bryan.
[)-Nev .and Vice Chairman Mitch McConnell, R-Ky said they rejected Packwood's
offer, in part because it would give him a
choice unavailable to ordinary Americans
facing a subpoena of their records.
''The proposal suggests that there be two
standards, one for 250 million ordinary citizens" and another for 100 U.S senators.
Bryan said lie added that "it suggests that
the Senate must have a greater level of
protection
lie argued. Packwood's suggestion
would require that Starr "turn a blind eye'•
to any other areas he found that could involve misconduct
"We put a patch over his eye. If there's
anything unrelated to the first series of allegations, unrelated to the matter Sen. Packwood described (the job solicitations). ... If
there's anything else, he could not report
that back to the committee.'• he said.
Bryan acknowledged that he was referring to the efforts to hire Mrs Packwood
when he said last week that the diaries raised
questions of possible criminality by Packwood.
'I am informed those are the areas that
were of concern to our counsel,- Br's an
said, adding the committee sought to learn
"whether those incidents involved any kind
of a pattern
Packwood said of his proposal."It strikes
a reasonable balance I will pros ide every
scintilla of information" on sexual misconduct and "employment opportunities for
my wife and whether there was any quid pro

quo '
Packwood said that he learned for the
first time Monday night that the panel was
looking into job offers to his former wife.
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This is your tire...
It your car is mos Ing at 60 mph,how fast
is the top of the tire moving past the ground,
and how fast is the bottom of the tire moving past the ground?(Remember that the
ground isn't moving.)
> What happens when your tire goes flat?
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representative Brian Parker said he thought
the % hances were slim.
dean
"I know that Cheryl Daly 'assistant
shows
for multicultural programs)tries to get
there all the time and she gets stonewalled."
Parker said
Other business dealt with the fact that
some seats are still open in the GSS One
student, Aaron Bums. was sworn in as an
otT-campus senator last night, but se%eral
seats are still open According to Collins, a
few seats were never filled and several are
being opened by the cutting of senators w ith
three unexcused absences The senate voted
to allow Collins to be able to appoint these
new senators
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All a student has to do is go to the Student
Cnivernment office and find out if their dorm
is not represented or if there are any offcampus seats a% ailable. Students who then
fill out nomination papers and get the proper
number of signatures required can return
them to Collins' office. After that, they then
become a representative of UMaine's o,dent body.

Alfond

from page 1

issued." he said.
The Recreational Sports Department has
supplied the equipment until this year, but
now no longer wants this responsibility.
Associate Director of Athletics and Recreational Sports Dave Ames said it is too
much of a hassle When the department was
responsible for the equipment, it meant the%
had to can) it to the arena, leave it there and
then retrieve it the next day
"We had to hope that all the equipment
would still he there the next day." Ames said
Ames said he beileves hmomhall is more
of a function of the arena, and in a meeting
with Ploszek agreed to hand over all the
equipment Recreational Sports has to play
the game Ames will he handing over hundreds of dollar, of equipment for free, but
said it was a wa% of settling a dispute
Aside from getting the matter out of his
office, Arnec said that students will also benefit.
-With the equipment there tAlfondt, students won't have to go running around "The
gear and the ice will all he under one roof
Ames said
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IRONICALLY,THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
ant afford to save for retirement'
The truth is,.siou can't afford not to
Not when you realize that your retirement
an last ao to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now And that takes planning
By starting to save now. you car. take
advantage of tax -deferral and give your
. time to compound and grow.
mone,
Consider this set aside lust Sioo each
month beginning at age n and you can
b.s, the time
accumulate over
you reach age i 5 But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget S211 each month
to reach the Wile goal
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Even if you're not count,ng the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans. a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
ioin them'
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side
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•Women in the Curriculum Luncheon
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ethnic origins, these identities are wreaking havoc on the church's efforts to maintam legitimacy,- Dr. E. Anne Laffoon,
assistant professor of speech at the Uni-
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By Yolanda M. Sly
Staff Writer
The devotion of converts to the Cathofic Church is admired. especially since
the church has historically been known to
abuse those people they're trying to con-

versity of Maine, said.
"Catholic Saints and Cultural Sins:
The Case of Katen Telcakwitha" was the
topic discussed during yesterday's wellattended Women in the Curriculum Luncheon Series at the Memorial Union.

Mon of what is now known as Haiti and
the Dominican Republic, over half of the
population was murdered through torture
and forced labor.
The principle example ofthis isl'ekakwitha who was so devoted to the Church,
remaining a virgin throughout life and
pledging her body to God when she died.
She led an extreme religious fife, she
suggested starting a convent, and was
refused. During her penance, she beat
herself with a stick. She is now being
considered for canonization.
The next Women in the Curriculum
Program Luncheon Senes is entitled
"Women in El Salvador An Eyewitness
Report from Caraeque. Bangor's Sister
City.? It will be held on Tuesday, Nov.9
the Nazis.
p m.in the Bangor Lounge of the
Laftoon mentions other examples of at 12:15
Union.
al
Memori
ileabus'
Colum
abuse of cceveits. During

Addiessed during this speech was the
subject of how the Catholic Church is now
trying to make minority saints in order to
reach all of their constituents
Lagoon used the example of Telutio
with& a Native American who devoted her
life tot.atholicism Orphaned al the age of
four after her parents an `miller died of
small pox, she was adopted by her uncle
who strongly disapproved of the Church.
The example of Edith Stein and her
sister, both of whom were converted to
Catholicism after being Jew:sh, was also
brought up. They verbalized their outrage
about the Catholic Churc h doing nothing to
stop the Nazis' genocide against the Jews.
They then were sent to the gas chamber by

•River Phoenix

Authorities investigate possible drug
connection in actor's death outside nightclub

seek re-election
OKLAHOMA CITY(AP)— Gov. David Walters,confmnted with demands that he
resign for violating campaign contnbution
relaws,instead announced he won't run for
election next year
The 4I-year-old Democrat, whose three
years in office have been turbulent, said
Monday that his Oct. 21 guilty plea was
"not the determining factor."
Whoever his successor is, he said, he
hopes he or she will not be subjected to the
"conflict and bloodletting" that he has experienced since his electir n "It has been
costly to our family and we are concerned,'
he said.
Republicans said they would press on
with effort to get him impeached.
"What we're interested in is not what he
will do in the future: said House Minont
Leader Larry Ferguson. "What we're interested in is ehai he did in the past.Detomi atic state Chairman Mike Turpen
asked the Republicans to hack off, saying it
was time to "heat swords into plowshares
With Democrats dominating the House 7031 and a two-thirds majority required to call
a special session to consider impeachment,
the GOP effort seemed likely to fail
Waltere pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor
as part of an agreement that wiped out ho
1004 campaign fund He admitted encourag ing a contributor to make conenbutions above
the t5,000campaign limit Eightfelony charges, including so penury- counts tied to signing campaign reports. were dismissed
Walters was fined $1.000 and(mitred to
give the state Ethics Commission all unspent funds from his 1994 campaign chest.
On Thursday, his campaign wired
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LOS ANGELES(AP)— River Phoenix
lay dying on the sidewalk while his brother
pleaded with a fire department dispatcher to
send help for the actor, who collapsed out-
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Manners, please
Karla Stansbury

to stay long
When I went home this weekend. I was fortunate
their treats
get
to
up
dressed
all
children
little
the
enough to see
to a total
While sitting bask watching my mom pass out candy
on manners
emphasis
the
much
how
realized
I
children.
1g
of
has decreased oser the years
much more polite in the
Maybe I am wrong, but it seems like children were
my friends being polite
r
remembe
I
candy
of
full
years when I went to get my hag
mom drilling into my head
too !Maybe we were raised differently I remember
those "magic words" of please and :hank you
manners decrease' I
As time goes on and the candy selection increases, should
but only about half. if that
other,
each
with
do
to
nothing
have
two
the
realize
n said -trick or treat" and
many of the children that came to no house on Hallowee
before opening up their hags
say
might
they
it.
like
felt
they
If
you
-thank
for the offering
they ran down the steps
After these children got their share of the candy.

CRAIG FAlfailHAti

•Campus canines

without a word
rude. they could base
This probably does not mean all of these children are
on manners needs to be put
emphasis
think
I
rude.
are
is
h.,
those
for
But,
shy
been
imo place
the problem seems to
Maybe this was a problem when I was younger too, but
base gotten bigger
and busy lives
We use in a world of technology . career mous ated people
salues
on
focus
to
day
the
of
out
taken
he
to
needs
time
Sometimes
tend to make people
If a child IN never taught those "magic words.- which
them as adults either
enjoy doing things for them more, they are not going to use
seen daily I went into a
This rudeness that held over from childhood, can he
camera N'ou might base
store this weekend and asked the clerk a question about a
look, and answered
homble
a
me
gase
She
cnrne
serious
a
d
thought I committe
it part of her lob to help
very hrusciuely Now,correct me if I am wrong. but isn't
the customer
understand When
It I had been rude, or she was incredibly busy. maybe I could
else or engrossed in
a customer is polite, and the clerk is not waiting on someone
she getting paid to he
paperwork, there is no reason to he rude After all. wasn't
there
We all get angry
We have all been rude at times, and sometimes it is. Justified
make allowanccan
we
day.
bad
a
haying
Just
If someone is justifiably upset or
out there problems on
es However, people should not make it a practice to take
others
y of "do unto
If a person is rude in general. it is time to think about the philosoph
you"
unto
done
have
would
others as you
-thank you.- you're
I' someone says -hi." sa) hi hack If someone says
follow
should
welcome
tely. some of
These are manners most of us are taught as children Unfortuna
rules of politeness
the children that I SAM this weekend are not being taught these
themselves It is up to
If. however, an adult is rude there is no one to blame but
too late to develop
them to decide whether or not to practice politeness It is never
a habit
are frail% vweei
Karla Stanchion loves children and realces most of them
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Beware ofdog owner
The youth. h.v the way. survived ale
attack.
This dog has been captured and is
currently being held by Public Safety.
The owner is the true culpnt here. If she/
he had taken care of the dog. tying it up
like it should have been,this riever would
have happened. Right"'
Wrong. The dog was tied up, but it
managed to eat through it's bonds, freeing it to run and play and bite a small
child. Unfortunately,the owner fell short
of his/her responsibilities in ensuring
the dog was securely tied.
A dog is more than a pretty toy. It's a
responsibility, a duty and a companion.
If you're going to take all of that on, you
need to do it right. If you can't secure
your dog to a tree effectively or keep an
been tied up"
isn't the
Hold the presses'. This dog. like very eye on it, maybe the campus
't have
shouldn
Others
it.
for
mans others, wasn't tied up. It was roam- right place
bility.
responsi
of
lack
your
for
pay
ing around, apparently' unsupervised. to
when it sunk it's canines into this child

It's a dog's life. especiall here at
the University' of Maine German shepherds.collies, black labs and every possible mix thereof can be seen at an. hour
lounging. cavorting, barking or just
merely being a dog
Dogs do belong here on campus.
the add a bit of canine ambience that
makes 1:Maine feel like a big old farm inviting. relaxed and plafuI.
Unless, of ColliNe. you're a small
child who was bitten by a dog while on
campus There is now a child who probably has a pretty big fear of dogs. because
this child was bitten on campus t) a
black dog_
But, you ask. why was this child so
near to the dog. who, by law, must have

•Hunting

At all costsfill thefreezer
Last Saturda marked the beginning of a se,on of accidents, some
fatal, caused by men and women with
guns. Last Saturday,some lass -breakers
found an excuse. Last Saturday was the
first day of deer-hunting season.
The month of November is treasured by thousands of people in the
state, who believe that there is nothing
more thrilling than putting the cross
hairs of a rifle scope on a 200-pound
buck Unfortunately, people use the
month as an excuse to break the law
Every year people are caught breaking the laws of hunting, and every year
the penalties for breaking these laws
become more strict
Some hunting laws are written to
ensure a suitahk deer population for

future generations of hunters. Other
laws arc written to keep people from
getting accidentally shot
Whenever someone resorts tc
night-hunting or decides that one deer
isn't enough per season, a disregard
for structure is evident,but also there
a sense that there is no cost great enougY
to prevent the shooting of deer.
If hunderds of dollars in fines and
jail time isn't a big enough cost to prevent some of the crimes from happening
this hunting season, then maybe the
to
possibility of running out of deer
reto
shoot would cause the poacher
think his/her ways Then there is the
even bigger cost of not abiding by hunting laws There is the cost ofhuman life
(DW)
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Feeling Hungry?
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Local Election Results
1. "Do you favor the changes in
Maine law concerning limiting the num
hei of terms which may he wry eat bj
Maine's State Legislators,Secretary of
State,Treasurer,Attorney General and
State Auditor proposed by citizen petition?"
No-564
Yes-704
• Orono
• Old Town Yes-1,210 No-830
2."Do you favor a SS.000,000 bond
issue to provide funds for the closure
and remediation of municipal solid
waste landflItsr
No-377
Yes-889
• Orono
No-859
• Old Town Yes-927

hal to a 339.500.000 bond
issue for improventents to highways,state
and 14(111 bridges, airports, cargo ports,
and the ferry sersice, which make the
State eligible for up to $125.500000 in
crunching federal funds?"
Yes-1,000 No-258
• Orono
Old Town Yes-1,250 No-568

S. "Do you favor amending the Constitution of Maine to protect state pat-k or
other designated conservation or recreation land by requiring a 2/3 vote of the
I reislature to reduce it or change Its

Old Town voters also decided on
Town Council and School Board members. Two council members and three
School Board members were elected.

• Town Council
Jenny Cook-Coghill
purpose?"
Donald Spencer
4
-31
No
e
-3
Ys
• Orono
Virgima Fortier
95
No-4
• Old Town Yes-1,309
Paul Boucher
School Owed
6. "Do you approve of the Interstate
4. "Do you fasor $/5,150.000 bond
Lynn Higgir.a
e
act to he made with Texas, Main
issue for the construction of water pollu- comp
Gerald Herlihy
's
State
the
of
sal
dispo
the
for
Vermont
tion control facilities whkh will provide and
Linda McLeod
osed
a
prop
at
e
-keel radioactive wast
the match for $20,000,000 in federal mon- low
Frederick Nickerson
?"'
Texas
of
State
the
ifi
ty
facili
ey?"
Sandra Pinkharn
0
---87
Yes
• Orono
Yes-1,008 No-249
• Orono
Donald Rifler
4
• Old Town Yes-1,264 No--56
• Old Town Yes-1,132 No--663

1,268
1,033
978
664
1,092
880
840
792
653
503

•Election Day

•Budget woes

bond issues
e
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ng
Co
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Cl
$2 billion more in cuts
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Clinton wants Congress to slice another $2 billion out of this year's budget. ranging from
forfunds tor military base construction to
eign aid
The request, which lawmakers recei% ed
on's
late Monday , is the final piece of Clint
rvaconse
us
nscio
it-co
defic
fy
satis
to
t
effor
tives in Congress by slashing spending
Last week. he proposed a S9 billion packnage of cuts and a streamlining of gover
essionment purchasing practices that congr
addial budget analysts say could save an
tional 53 billion
to
"My administration is committed
proto
ress
Cong
the
working closely with
level
duce legislation that will achieve this
macco
letter
a
in
said
on
of casings,' Clint
pany ing his latest proposal
spendClinton's new package would trim
privgrams.
ing hs Si 9 billion by cutting 17

•Economy

in
In addition, it claims another SI(X)million
•
rn
gove
ge
chan
to
sals
sac mg% from propo
to
mem procedures,such as making it easier
shift money around within agencies.
Clinton identifies broad programs he
n
would cut, but provides little informatio
tard
woul
he
cts
proje
about which specific
get But he does seek to slash many items
budthat law makers added to his proposed
the
get. which could start a fight between
ress
Cong
and
e
Hous
e
Whit
sed
About one-third of Clinton's propo
conic
savings — $601 million — would
from military construction
Other examples include cuts of S300
aid to
nullion in military and economic
highway
foreign countries. $18.8 million in
e public
projects. $180 million to moderniz
S119
and
.
paint
lead
e
%
housing and rerno
opmillion in nuclear research and devel
ment.

New home sales hit seven
s
year high due to interest rate

Al',titISTA. Maine(AP)-- Nearly $60
million in long-term borrowing for trans
cts portation, sewer and landfill proje
in
worth more than twice that much again
e
federal money — was approved by Main
ay'
,
Tuesd
voter
s,
The largest of the three bond issue
way,
which would finance an array of high
cts,
airport and other transportation proje
70
was supported by the biggest margin at least
from
ns
retur
icial
unoff
in
—
nt
perce
457 of the state's 664 precincts
by a
The sewer bond issue was backed
ll
landfi
the
while
nt,
perce
63
majority of
bond was backed by 54 percent

More than a dozen trade groups that
a
would benefit frtan the projects formed
procoalition to mount a modest campaign
no
moting the bond issues, and there was
organized opposition
The Economic and Environmental Improvement Coalition invested about $55,000
g two
in a pair of TV ads that began airin
e of
awar
were
s
e
voter
ensur
to
ago.
s
week
what was at stake
and
All three bond issues are fairly routine
ved
appro
been
ly
usual
have
sals
similar propo
said
in pact years Still, a leader of the coalition
nced
she was pleased that the voters were convi
the borrowing was worthwhile
from page 1
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Your Daily
Horoscope
xIfaRtigsto
By Mike Smith

Step up to the Mike
M. .31ia fitiLL-.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Determined, focused and decisive: these
traits combine to guarantee you success in
your chosen field. You have the patience
to plan well in advance, then wait until the
time is right to put your ideas into action.
As a member of a fixed sign, you have to
be careful not to allow determination to
become sheer stubbornness, however.

11.
tcESkr.r Sgeof301.1X
'fix4 cost A cer04,94
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Mental flexibility is crucial.
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ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Close
friends make you grille today. Offers of
help and support lift your otherwise low
spirits. Long-term relationships gloss with

by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes

warm affection
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A
strained work atmosphere is defused today Co-workers and authorities are unusually coo;venitive You receive recognition for your efforts
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LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): Venus trine
Sanirn helps Isring about a long-awaited
reconciliation with a sibling or partner,
much to your satisfaction Travel may be
required of you
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SAGITTARIt'S (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
An unresolved issue from your pact, possibly concerning insurance needs attention Put this matter behind you and move
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SCORPIO(Oct 23 • Nov. 21): Finalbe "ourly a chance to relax and simply
self Relationships with losers and children are happy and harmonious - a good
time to start a famils^

"
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FoxTrot

•
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VIRGO(Aug.23.Sept 22): Previous
investments of time and money begin to
reap rewards Your earnings show a slow
but steady improvement in the weeks
ahead
LIBRA (Sept. - Oct. 22): Co-workers seem to see everything in a sexual
context now Raging hormones have people hot and bothered Expect an argumentative day

by Bill Amend

Fox'Trot
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GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): An associate could interpret your silence as consent. If you don't approve of what they are
doing, be sure to speak up about it now
before ii's too late.
CANCER (Jane 21 - July 22): Family
members are uncommonly generous and
easy to deal with as Venus trines Saturn
This is also a good time to tackle those
projects you've been putting off

by Bill 1%th:flan

Calvin and Hobbes
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Your relationship with s-our boss has seldom been better Your effort is appreciated by those in a position to advance your
Career

AQ1 ARILS 1Jan. 20- Felt 10): Venus tnne Saturn brings about greater harmony with in-laws or difficult family members Education is also strongly favored
PISCES (Feh. 19 - March 20): The
influence of Venus bonds different gener
ations closely together A relaxing day dur
trig which personal ties are strengthened

Your I
Horos
.J11111111111
For Thursday, h
IF TODAY IS YOI
While others may credit
success with money, ye
your finely-tuned intuit
cultivated financial skill
conduct outside of wort
your success When yoi
subject, time of day hold
tendency to make harsh
must be avoided, howev
ARIES(March 21 1‘-.sed one the space he 01
things out independentfi
could interrupt an impoi
l'Al'RES (April 20
issue ccith a child or lost
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Your Daily
Horoscope
1111•111111111L
For Thursday, November 4

BY GARRY TRUDE V.)

Doonesbury

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
While others may credit pure luck for your
success with money, you actually rely on
your finely-tuned intuition and carefully
cultivated financial skill to guide you. Your
conduct outside of work also contributes to
Nom success. When you're interested in a
subject, time of day holds little meaning A
tendency to make harsh demands on others
must he avoided. homes er
ARIES 1March 21 - April 19): Give a
(used one the space he or she needs to work
things out independently By interfering you
could interrupt an important process.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury
H01444RD 5MeV YOU
61./r ANC
kr„.404
DO^ 7file P00-000
AkirINCE57 94311/7

TAURUS(April 20. May 20): An old
issue with a child or lover needs your undi
vided attention It is taking a toll on all
and
involved, so put this matter to rest once
for all.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 201: Your
two strongest desires pull you apart one is
the need for closeness and intimacy and
the other, a need for independence Seek a
middle ground
CANCER 1June 21 - July 221: Imp)i
tant messages arrive concerning ,:hildren.
creatise efforts, recent gambles. and vacations Don't disregard the powerful ideas
stirring inside of you bring them to fruition
later
LEO(July 23- Aug. 22): Something is
bothering you, hut you just can't put your
finger on the problem A dream holds the
key
IR(;O (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Someone's unreasonable demand,and expectations could spoil an otherwise pleasant day
A reality check is in onler are things really
so bad'
LIBRA 1Sept. 23 - Oct. 221: What you
need is constructive suggestions, not pointless criticism Tune out anxious noise and
focus instead on useful ads ice
SCORPIO(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A bold
and creative inspiration saves the day by
providing you with the solution to a lingering financial or personal problem A good
time to take nsks
SAGITTARIUS iNos. 22 - Dec. 21):
an
Preparing yourself psychologically for
confithe
you
give
will
event
upcoming
dence to emerge as a w inner Hold nothing
back
'APRICORN IDec. 22 - Jan. 19): This
beis not a good time to take shortcuts OF
s
have unscrupulously in business dealing
more
you
henefit
will
y
Keeping your integrit
in the long run
AQUARIUS 1Jan. 20 - Feb. 111):
the
There's nothing wrong with following
path of least resistance, hut if you really
want to change things you'll have to work
for it
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March IS): A day
filled th exciting alternanves, if you keep
be cast
an open mind vote goals need not
Be
in stone unless you are afraid to grow
receptive to new ideas
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ArtsForum
Whdtss
new on
the Arts
Scene?
In the near future:
Mork: llwlnei&ns.Viednesdas.
101 Neville Hall Admi,

Nos. 3. 7 p.m..

skin
Life EXpefiellett "bfr al an International European Solo Pen-ussiorust," by
COtilpirier NehOjta 10% an Zis kos is.. one of
Europe's leading soloists in marimba and
percussioi, offered by the Music Department Wedsenday. NOV 3. 7 p m., Hauck
Auditorium.
Slide Show:'Pnreruan,in on Siberia
In Carol Foss,- offered by lame student
chapter of the Wildlde Society . Wednesdal. Nos 1,630 n m 102 Nutting Hall.

On-going arts and
entertainment:
"A Sense ol Place. a U1slaine Museurn of Art exhibit No'. 4-Jan 17. Hauck
Auduonum Gallery., Memorial Union
-Culture Fest,"A Calorie Museum of
ARt exhibit. thmugh Jan. 3 Engler Library
extubrtion cans
hueImage% Theo 14fe Through Thew
Art" a Hudson IVImenni exhibit of contemporary Inuit pnnts and carvings. provales a look at the changes in traditional life
and the political, sosial and economies It.
sues that face Inuit people today . through
Mash 13. Maine Center for the Arts
-The BestofCenterfor en-arre Imaging " a UMaine Museum of An exhibit
through Dec 6 ai the Cape Gallery,
Carnegie Hall
TUT Mimic,every Fhday,.nook Bangor Lcsaige. Union
MowsfrostIndia every Monday.6:50
pm.. 101 Neville
Peace Studies Video Leach Series,every Monday. 12:15-113(1 p.m.. Bangor
lounge, l'Inort.
Maine Review Poety Readings, first
lliesday of every winch. Rarn's Horn
Movie and Live Mack. eve!) Thursday. 7 30pm.. Ram's Horn.
Charlie Chaplin The Eurt% Films of a
Screen I AeRend, the Mid-da) Itteda) Video Piogoria. 2:30-4 30 p.m., every Tuesday, FTA Roam,Mernonal 13 von
"McOo in Mad and t4iae, a Maine
Museum of Art exhibit Oct 144)ec.1.Hole
mite Wall Gallery. Memorial Union
"Monaprints' The Jahn Scan Workshop. a 1.14one Museum of Art exhitil
through NCR R. Griephics Gallery,Mononal Union
"Carnpu.+ Pau/Camp=PrIstre:Creating CrWPIMM7liry." Inatilollondnalming
exhibit through immis falL Alumni Hall
an exhillit of works
-The 4r7
by survivors of childhond sexual gum,
coostimated by Kadii Wall. program rare
for Mid-Maine Medical Center., Diagnoses Program for Chikl Abase. aterville.
on display. M the UMaine Museum of An.
Carnegie Hall,trid-bkiventerthmugh lan• On going aro and entertainment are
het mien edientrine noted.

•"A Far Off Place" is right on the mark
• Skalloween had a few thrills of its own
,call x1270
• Want to review shows"

ins
By Jeoff
Tardif
Staff Writer
Rush
iunterparts
Atlantic
Rush is bask and. once again, proves
good things come in threes
"Counterparts IN a return to what Rush
came to he known tor in the past, a threepiece onslaught of mythic proportions
This is the nineteenth release for this trio
from Canada (counting all live albums and
the greatest hits compilation1 in lust under
nineteen years Quite a formidable feat for
iust three musician,
This latest release finds Rush rt JICCOVenng its "milts," which seems to he the
theme in music today Neil Pearl. Alex Lifeson and Cretid) Lee have also been affected
by the injection of grunge must, into pop;
lar music
"Counterparts" is a stopped-down and
less orchestrated work, but this in no was
detracts front Rush s trademark sound Rush
return to the day sot the earls 'Os when they
were known for their terse, tightly controlled three piece Pea'.'. off -dm en guitar
rock Thankfully . this is where Rush has
found itself in this latest release
Drummer Peart has reduced his play ing
to the basics, but often returns to those la% ish
all -coo-can-fit -into- -sevond drum rolls that
are his specialty Bassist Lee brings out his
bass from background to give the songs
added punch that had been missing from
pre% ious album, Then there is Life-con who
has come out from under all the layered
keyboard, and complex orchestration to
boost the sound of the group and bring hack

Staff Writer
Bruce Kuhn, a s lassis ally trained. Broadway
actor, walked out onto the Hauck Auditorium stage Monday night w about fanfare or
pretension He was dressed in faded ie,ans,
a green flannel shin and a pair of well-worn
Bean Boots
Over the course of three-and a-half
weeks Kuhn memorized the King lames
version of the Bonk of I Ace.the story of the
life of Jesus Christ as observed hy I sike..
non-Jew The result is one -man show titled
"The Accounts of Luke.- which has been on
tour nationally for a sear-and a half and
will he on the road for another year
The performance was not simply a read
ing or recitation. it was given as friend
would tell a story to another, or as a parent
would tell a bed-time story to children It
was a warm and lively portrayal of a document whose original purpose was to he
spoken oralls. not read In ancient times.

By Nli
Dehrn
Staff N
Rare
please
ages, but "A Far Off Place
to the rule. This movie set
winner to me from the pr
mouth got around and I Vil
few of my fnends to set it.'
greatly exceeded my expt
good film for all ages
Set in Africa. where
elephants for their tusks I
the movie stars Reese Wi
daughter of a man killed
cause of his involvement
to casing the elephants. W.
of her friends. Witherspc
across the Kalahari dew
j,sumey, in order get hell,

See FAR OFF cm

•Halloween m

Blin s]
By Pe
Staff V
what they were known for a musical rush
The first four songs are the strong point of
the album 'Sus k It Out has a deep brooding
guitar and bass opener that ',Nails Rush's hest
work This is where a definite grunge influence is noticeable The album's shining song.
"Nobody 's Hero" starts with acoustic guitar
and leads the listener through a tale of lost
friends w ith a modern take on this subject
Rush takes the sadness of this song and
convey a feeling of hope amidst the tragedy

Rush makes these transitions seem effortless,
something the hand is known for
A w e!coined addition to this outstanding
album is the instrumental"L ave That Thing
Alone"In this song the listener gets a taste
for each instrument in the form of mini
solos This is a was for Ruh to showcase
their talents without showy .g off Sublime
integrity
See HEADSP1NS on page 16

The gospel according to Khun
By William R.
Grasso

Whi

authorities.
Unfortunately , the go
;lose on their tail, trying
biggest struggle looming t
net. is battling the forces
in the desert, without a
water, or shelter
"A Far Off Place"is Oil

•Performance review

s

The Maine Campus,

most people were not literate. the Bible
was communicated to people as stones,
perhaps much in the %%ay Kuhn did
And the difference between reading arid
ha% ing such a work performed is quite
pronounced Kuhn's acting expenence allowed him to draw out humor from the
story that many people may not have perceived Just through reading Kuhn also
used his vocal training to characterize people as older or having accents to lend understandability and interest
The audience laughed in many places.
where Kuhn chose to portray peciple as exasperated or confused As narrator. Kuhn gave
the hook an exited tone,as if he was glad to be
able to tell it. and have people listen Angry
character, shouted, fearful characters cow med. and old characters hobbled
The set ,A simply a small hassock arid a
podium Kuhn moved from place to place a,
he told the mon standing here as cam charac
ter in a come,and there as another lie seemed
IC. speak to the audience in asides that were
written right into the "script. and even moved
out into the audience several times

After the performance Kuhn said he
would stay and talk within :one ta no wanted to ask him questions He mute it clear all
were welcome and none had to stay Some
audience members asked him about his
religious views,acting ewe -pences and feelings on this piece
Kuhn likened the Bible to a poem He
then asked the audience ts imagine a high
school English class discussing the poem
One student would would say "I think he
meant this." another "1 hunk he meant
this "The teacher would say "Fm the one
with the college degree and he meant
this "
'But then the author himself walks into
meant this.— Kuhn
the room and sass
said ''End of discussion'
If there was one flaw during the evening,
atit was that the rerfonna ice was
tended
approximatels ninety people
Perhaps it should have been better ad,er
ti.ed as not being a six. Anal:. religious
activity because a ud rtce members did
not need to have any religious affiliation ti
erooy the perf ormance
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What's New Out on Tape
Frwil

By Mark
Dehmlow
Staff Writer

Rarely do family films
please members ot all
ages, hut "A Far Off Place- is the exception
to the rule This mos ie seemed an unlikely
v.inner to me from the pee v ieu s Word of
mouth got around and I was convinced by a
lea of my fnends to see it."A Far Off Place"
greatly exceeded my expectations and is a
good film for all ages.
Set in Africa, where the poaching of
elephants for their tusks has run rampant.
the movie stars Reese Witherspoon as the
daughter of a man killed by poachers hecause of his involvement in a group devoted
to say log the elephants. With the help oftwo
of her friends. Witherspoon begins a trek
across the Kalahan desert, a 1.000 mile
:journey. in order get help from the closest
authorities.
l'nfortunately, the guilty poachers are
Jose on their tail, trying to kill them The
biggest struggle looming before them. hos.
es er. is battling the forces of mother nature
in the desert, a ithout any sign of food.
ater. or shelter
"A Far(NT Place" is outstanding Shot in
See FAR OFF on page 16

sy photo.
s latest home video relea .e, 'A Far Off Place" (Courte
A journey across the desert is the premise of Disney'

•Halloween music

Birn Skala Bim holiday show a real scream
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
Halloween werkend saw
the arrival ofHim Skala Rini
at the University of Maine
Tieklhoire Opening acts for the performance
insladed some local talent and sonie less-thantilented kce.aj,
111e first hand. Kemut.s Finger. na:.glit to
hasebeen cut off They literally screamed into
the nucrophones and played indistinguishable
"grunge' rd. Perhaps thes are taking this
• S.,,
fh:ng. too far More than half of the audience
when they played and some even asked for
refunds
The performance got truer when Dig This
',s 4. the stage You ,asuld actually hew lyrics
c-s: !Alonw the tune The audience gained to
,larger and the claming had hegun.
The :Miamians urre guile good. PleS

played real utiles music that was good to dame
around to Many people 'a ere dancing and
moching around — really enjoying the music.
The headliner hand,Rim Skala 11im.averUse themselves as a -hot calspso-ska-mckreggae hand that always ICIUN II Uwhereva
the) play.- After seeing their rerfomiance at
I Name.one would have to agree The Bostonbased usually sell out concerts in their home city
and underrandahly so
Rim Skala Rim is a seven-member ensemble that has a ragamuffin persuasioxt yet they
claim they 're wally a nick hand Instead of a
typical guitar as a lead. they ire a trombone
The also play guitar. keyhoarch, and drums
that give a Caribbean feel to the Timm Then
third alhum has a lot of Reggae or it
Meat of the lyrics have "Your girl is %cress
ing with your brains'.themes.hut the', are done
in a tasteful, not angry, way Some audience
members %tic, were fanriliar with then wort

BANGOR CINEMAS
942 1 303

$1 Off 0
any sub

Bangor Mall ArbN's.

PC' 1 -00•,6 50
(krt.
Nigturnare Before nisi
2 4Fn*,4 4S,040,900
Beverly Hillbillies Pt.; 2:30*,
4-40.705,920
Look Who's Taking Now rPt; 13
2 30,4 35,7 30,9-55
Demolition Man t R)1:10,350,935
My: Life rc; 755*
Ruth- PG', 1 30,420,720
Fatal Instinct PG13)9:50
Ratios ,R 12-35*,340,6 30,9.25
Joy Lack Club R)12-30,3 30,
h 35,930
Cool'tunings t1)1'4O,4:10,
7 15.940
Roboacy PG 131 1 20*,400.
70f-.9:45
•Ianwro,Sr vmds.
Saturday- Only! 99' .Sfseoal
`Secret Garden- shotari at noon

sang along One die-hard fan drove sesen!IOUS
jt1G1 to see them
Rim Skala Rim has a new CD out called
'1109."S 1T GOIN.'"'" that isrecommended for
anyone who's turd of the sane songs you hear
! of
5t
at a party over and 0% cr again Their ,ie
music and lyrics are sum to appeal to many
The crowd at the concert was approinviseIs 150 to 400 Perhaps one cidr masons nicer

people didn't go %sac because of poor advertising for it Also. tieing Halloween weekend,
attendance at Skallownen %waft as big as expected_ Yet.for those that did anima it was well
worth the pnce of admission
Check OW WV Rim Skala Rim CDs the next
chance you get Being a Reston hancl fea
Mainers wenn in have heard of them Thos is a
hand to gel to know

Passion

For some it's just a job .

for others it's just anotherproduct
At Rooster Brother.
Coffee is our Passion.
We carefully evaluate green
coffee from all over the WIDild.
Then we roast it to perfection
every day, making ours the
freshest, most flavorful
coffee youll find
anywhere
We're so sure you'll love
our coffee, well gladly
refund your money if
you're not satisfied
So fill outthe order form
below and get two one-half
pounds of our delicious
coffee for just $6 95 We'll
even pay the shipping

'Please choose two of the following selections.
Enclose a check or money order for $6.95
G uaternaIan DColombian OSumatran
OWhole Bean OGrind type
Name
Apt
Street'PO.Box
State
City
ZJID
Send to Rooster Brother
18 West Main Street Ellsworth, ME 04605

Rooster
Brother
3nr Cor4t
ihe csiore
River Bridge.ElLamort
Union
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Far Off

BANGCF

CENTRAL ST

ifAT
rin & le

the Kalahari,the film creates Si vion s that ill e
seldom seen the film show s the beauty of
the desert and its inhabitants and the uanger
that lies in the cast desert The desert is a
composition of 9g percent sand. which creates a world that is intnguingly immense
and seemingly immeasurable The greatness of the cinematography was awe inspiring
The performances by the young actors
were equally extraordinary Each character

was believable and dynamic, very three-dimensional The tune that lapses in the journey gave much room for character development and reaction-changes between the characters as they grow from the seemingly impossible task they have before them
This film didn't contain just a few of the
elements that make a movie great it contained all of them Characters were strong
and dynamic The plot was believable and
dealt with the current issue of the environ-

ment and extinction of nature due to man's
tendency toward destruction Not to mention
the cinematogtaphy and incredible and there
were generally good film mechanics.
"A Far Off Place" is a collaboration of
courage and spirit that is fundamentally like
"Alive' but ten times better I lov eddlls111M,IC
It is a must see for adventure seekers and just
people in general who like a good.entertaining
movie. This film is a great video pick and
comes highly recommended by yours tnily

THURSDAY
ROCK & ROLL
with
ENDARY,
LEG
THE

togs
LIVE!
NO COVER

BID . BID HOT 811) URI
LES
$ 1 BOTT
THLRSI),M
AIDNESCAYS

FRIDAY
DANCE '

Headspins
The stripped-down songs. the aggressive guitars and the three piece sound should
have all Rush fans, old and neu alike,
running out to their local music shop to get
their hands on Canada's premier rock outfit's latest release Bring music to ear and
prepare for the Rush of "Counterparts "

Most of the male vocals are distorted underwater sounding that is prevalent on most
industrial albums This disc is more creative and cutting edge than previous efforts
Present still are the vocals and drum
beats the hand is known for Female vocals
are added on the first and last songs. The
final tune."The Problem" is a house/techno song that will not alienate techno lovers
who may. question weather KMFDM has

KNIFDM
Angst
Wax Trax/TVT Records
its soul to the industrial world
OK, listen up industrial/aggro/techno sold
s and sounds abound and only
Sample
here
is
rleads out there The new KMFDM
the music instead of distracting the
to
add
senses
y
auditor
your
take
to
and read)
from the main theme of each song
hostage Don't hate them because they're listener
the track."Lust" for a complete
out
Check
angry . this is what "Angst" is all about
ape
landsc
sound
dancethe
of
some
KMFDM left out
"A Drug Against War." "Glory."
oriented tunes on this outing in favor of a
." "A Hole In The Wall." and
hard, cutting edge. apocalypse guitar and "Blood
" are the angry and angst-ridden
"Sucks
to
much
jack hammer dm en drum sound.
-driven songs which keep one shout
guitar
ear
's
listener
al
industn
the
of
liking
the
till your throat is rasa and scratchy If
This group has taken heed of Ministry 's ing
one hunger's for a good dance beat then
recent success
"Light." "Lust." "No peace." or
choose
of
instead
guitars
"live"
KMFDM use
m" to feed a techno addiction
Proble
"The
ly
sampling one nft and looping it endless

"Angst"is a cross-section of the diverging worlds of industrial and techno KMFDM is the group to deliver these two
worlds in a neat package to their listeners
The four members. Sascha Konietzko, En
Each, Svet Am and Mark Durante bring
cutting -edge music to the sonically impaired as they have done for years. 'The
artwork of Brute once again graces this
album's cover, which is a KMFDM staple
Always a group to make a statement and
hype their image one should not he surprised to see "Angst" climbing both the
club/dance charts and the college charts
KMFDM is a group with as much integnty
as Ministry or NIN in the world of industnal/techno music, and should he considered
one of the founding groups in the present
landscape of inductrial/techno If you are
not familiar with this group, but enjoy the
present direction of alternative music. in •
ject KMFDM for a dose of emotion that
will take you on a ride through hell and
back again How about some "Angst" for a
change')

The Can
Sports T
Jays top SO
mark
NEW YORK (AP)
World Serieschampion 'I
the first team to top $50
roll at S5L575,034. aro
ments obtained by The A
That's up from $49,427
The New York Yan
ivnd at S4(063,791, ac
distributed by the Play er
ntittee to general manage
ings at Naples, Fla
NL champion Philad
at S211.495.115$ San Di
bottom, paying its pllye
S2 million less than ei
rado. The average sal=
cent to $1,057,667, Th
paid was S900.982,594,
from last

Drexler, Blaze
contract talks

; RTLAND.Ore. t.
guard Clyde Drexler at
Trail Blazers agreed to F
cussions on hold until
season.
Drexler, 31, has thrn
contract that pays him Si
of the next two seasons a
in 1995-96. He wants to
salary to about $7 milks)
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WELL. DRINK
SATURDAY
DANCE!
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told my dad that I was
investing heavily in CD's.
He said, Son, rm glad
your. thinking about
the future."
As a family, we really
communicate!

/
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NEW YORK (AP) — Two-time
World Series champion'Ton into became
the first team to top $50 million in payn)11 at 551.575,034. according to dontnts obtained by The Associated Press.
That's up from 549,427,166 in 1992.
The New York Yankees were second at 546,563,791. according to data
distributed by the Plan er Relations Comn littee to general managers during meetings at Naples. Fla
NIchampion Philadelphia was 18th
at 528.495,858 San Diego was at the
bottom, paying its players SI2,1142.333,
Colo52 million less than expansion
rado. The as erage salary MSC 4 5 percent to 51,057.667 The total amount
paid was 5900.982.544. up 109 percent

Drexler, Blazers put
contract talks on hold
Pt TIITLAND.Ore. t AP)- All-Star
guard Clyde Drexler and the Portland
Trail Blazers agreed to put contract discussions on hold until the end of the

• More problems for the UMaine hockey team
• Black Bear kicking game again a question mark
• DeBeck column: Sporting seasons starting to change

•UMaine hockey notebook

ounds Tory
Eligibility questionmaysuforcrr
e Black Bear to the bench
pt
Problems with high school transcri
season of collegiate competition
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor
Just when it appeared
the University of Maine
hockey team hail put all
player eligibility questions behimi them, another iine has ansen
Barely ;3 Neck after ttie niled that the Black
Rears ?oust forfeit 14 games from the 1991-92
season as the result ill using then ineligible
sophomore ('al Ingraham. the National t'ollegime Athletic Ass,iciation is again checking the
qualifications of a Black Hear player
The player is Jell Tot). a 20-year old
freshman fnim t'orquitlam, British Columbia
who is expected to he a poimment member of
the Black Rears. defensoe corps this season
Acconfing to a UNUILT close to the!, Maine
tram laho aished to remain anon),Mow., the
n-sahspn4itenlrrganhtng Its) athletk standing dates hack to his high st-hoisl transcript
As a student at Penticton iB I High
School. the source said. Tory took a number of
classes pass/fail When he decided to come to
("Maine. the Black Bear athletic department
considered the courses he passed to be the

season.
Drexler, 11, has three years left on a
contract that pays him 51 5 million in each
(It the next two seasons and $ts 75 million
in 1995-96 He watts to raise his annual
saLus to about $7 million per Yes.

this, his first
According to I'Maine Coach Shawn 9s alsh.
the questions surrounding Tory's status were
brought to the attention of the("Maine Athletic Department by another NCAA school
"Another team had called us and pies
honed his eligibility," Walsh said "With the

()quo alent of C grades.
Ilow e ver,a nunitier of-NCAA institutions,
when dealing with pass/fail courses. translate
a passing grade as a ('-minus Mural.
That is where the problem with Tory occurs ("rider current N('AA guidelines. if he
had herr given ('-minuses in the pass/fail
courses that the("Maine Athletic I*part-tient
interpreted as(' s, he would have had to Mt out

but his
rung to rest Tory that game any
program's latest hassle w ith the NC A A made
his decision task',"
"I fuse sat iiut both of our other freshman
defenseman, and it Nac his turn." Walsh said
But after we Iward that there might he a
problem with his eligibilits, we figured we
should sit him out as a orcautionary treasure."
Walsh said the UMaine Athletic Department investigated Tory's transcript atter the
rival school's allegation, and when thes disc-livered the discirpancs, the case was passed
along to the hockey Fat( office.
Neither Ho,-key last Colunissioner Bob
DeGregorio nor (Maine Athletic Director
Mike Ploszek could he reached for comment.
but RE Assistant Commissioner Dr Nonni
Daly said she was unass air of the problem
"I haven't heard Nothing about IC Dal)
said "I don't usually handle these issues, and
frankly. Fm glad I don't
"But I imagine that it ould he the•CA ->
isSm, and that they would tell Bob's office
what to do
Since Tory- appeared in the Black Bears'
first two games of the season -- both %ii...tones
— there is a possibilits that("Maine may have
to forfeit the wins if it is found that Tory
diouldn't he eligible
Walsh said he doubts that will happen.
rehowever. and hefieves that the issue is
the end of the wee*
. we'll have him Tors1 in um Walsh said "We're waiting
s."
form Saturda
to find out what the league tells us, but I think
everything should work out fine"

UMaine's Jeff Tory (Boyd photo,)
problems that we've had lately we figured we
should definitely tonii into it"
Tors. who appears to he emerging as
perhaps the Black Bean' hest all -around
defensemen. sat out (Maine's 4-4 tie with
Acadia Friday night Walsh said he was plan -

•Column
•UMaine football
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Dadmun
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
For the second consecutive week, University of Maine kicker Tom
Dadmun had a chance
Saturday to give his football team a win w ith
a field goal in the game's final seconds
And for the second consecutive week.
Dadmun missed, leasing the Black Bears
with a heart-wrenching 21-19 loss to the
('niversity of 1)elaware
Now,the ('Maine football team holds a
3-5 won-lost mart, which is misleading
rum a
considering that if the two ktckt were
inches even — to the left
fess more feet
the Black Bears record would be reversed
Iladmun s struggles has-e forced Black
Bear Coact* lack Cosgmve to reconsider
the state of his team's kicking game
-Well, it's one week later, and it feels
kind of weird,"Cosgros e said at his week
press conference Monday
ago
'I stood before you gus s a week
e
('Main
1
14
a
I
game
after the I l'onn
loss 01.1 23 in which Dadmun hit the nght
ng
goal post with a potential game-winni
said that
17-s ard field goal attempt) and
Rut I
Tommy a ould get another chance
"
soon
so
didn't expect it to conic
of %owe
Cosgrove. whose subdued tone
toll
take
to
ing
beginn
is
hinted that kising

on the usually animated coach, didn't make
any excuses for his sophomore kicker
"This is the -90's,"("osgrove said "It
was raining tin Delaware), but the halls
were
were dry and the field conditions
one
excellent It was only a 30- yarder.
"
make
to
him
expect
would
which we

"At the end of the game, we're driving,
and we're trying to get into a position to
kick a game-winning field goal, and we
do.- Cosgrove said "You make a piss to
get into position to win the game,and then
you don't win. It takes a toll
-What we need to do is get our team

and our
"What we need to do is get our team's
our game."
kicker's confidence back in that part of
— LT Maine Coach Jack Cosgrove
Cocgnsve said a kicking change is
he
possihility, hut he isn't con'inced that
better
kick
can
that
roster
his
has anyone on
than Iladmun
"With a kicker. you have to have faith
that they
and you have to think positively
That Inc
said
ve
Cosgro
it.make
will
to do
nature of that position We re going
guy on
everything we can to have the hest
on Saturour football team kicking for us
again. I
day It may he Tom Dadmun
sed"
surpri
he
't
wouldn
extraIladmun has converted 10 of 12
season.
points and six of 14 field goals this
ence in
hut Cosgmve believes that confid
diminishing
the walk -on kicker may he
among his teammates

and nor kicker's confidence beck in that
part of ow game"
Black Bear Notes: Cosgrove was
pleased with the performance of UMaine
Junior quarterhack Emilio Colon versus
Delaware.
a
Colon completed 20 of 37 passes f sr
within
him
moving
yards.
245
season -high
nt
I 30 yards of current (Name Assista
the
on
place
second
for
Wilder
Rob
Coach
("Maine's all-time passing list Colon has
thrown for 4363 yards in his career, and
according to Cosgrove he should have had
a few more on Saturday
"Our receivers flat-out dropped seven
halls.- Cosgrove said -Otherwise, his suits
would even have been more impressive."

when you're
watching
sports
By Chris DeBedt
sports Writer
Snow falling tand
quick', melting) means
only one thing- -its time
to change the sports sea •
MINIS
But before we than
don football,field hockey,soccer,and cross
country for the pounding of the hardwood
and the swimming of some laps, here me a
fen observations
starting to wonder about the Michigan- violence factor Fans in Ma lis,sn, Wis
were nearly tramoled to(!aarh after Wisconsin defeated the Vs ‘siverines.Sarardas uck ils niost of the neatly 70 people mimed
were treated and released
Since I've digressed to this point. I feel
that stucknts or any fans don't deserve
to be on the field after any game. including
See DEBECK on page 18
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Shula could
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e history
mak
deal
team
3in
ago
Chic
to
sent
rich
Wein
Eric
ner
UMai
Former
1 1 assists Weintich. a member rude
Linnet, 32. had played in ft84 consecu- goals and
mpis- team and a 101111(1 t nicer
S
I'
1988
e games, third longest streak in NHL
CHICAGO(AP) Ste% e I :inner, hold
All American,went to I lartfi ird ;11
Maane
of
city
a
for
holdout
his
staging
before
ing out for a $4.3 million contract. was the history,
the New Jersey. !testis
deal Ile grew impatient last Au- August 1992 from
key player ir a three way. eight-player NH!. three-year
year % eteran and a 1984
II
an
Patna,
Blackhauks geneial manager
trade on 1 uesday that sent him to the)lartfoni gust, telling
by new coach Mike
benched
was
n.
Olympia
1101
%Mid
he
if
Bob Pulford to trade him
Whalers and then to the Neu York Rangers
Ile played in only
year
this
earlier
Keenan
demands
The Chicago Blackhaw 'Lc sent tanner meet his salary
York's 11 games
New
of
six
niched
he
not
"will
team
the
said
Pulford
and defenseman Bryan Marchment to the
'James oft% iousl want figuring into
a trade for l arnier If we don't
Whalers for left wing Pat Poulin and defen- into making
staff and that made
good in return. it's no deal" the plans of the coaching
seman Eric Weinrich Hartford then sent get anything
,general managRanger
le.'
expendab
him
goals
.15
had
1 armer. a two-time all-star,
right wing I antler. left wing Nick Kypreoc.
v. asn't happy
"James
said
Smith
assists His best season was 1984.85. er Neil
delensernan Barry Richter and a draft choice and 15
anti I felt an obligahere
situation
his
had
with
he
1990-91.
In
goals
46
to the Ranger, New York traded defense- when he scored
situation where he and his
He is the fourth leading scorer in tion to put him in a
man James Patrick and center Darren Tut- 101 points
would be happy "
family
517
and
goals
40ti
with
history
los
w
Blackha
cone to the Whalers
Turcone. 25. a % ersatile forward who
"Lamer is it top-line player capable of assists
wing and kills penalties, had
"It was based purely that I needed a also can play
playing in any situation that arises during a
Ile had six points in 13
1989-90
in
goals
12
that,"
than
more
change of scene, nothing
game."' Rangers coach Mike Keenan said
season
this
in Chicago for 11 games
• • He is sery intelligent. extremely compet- Farmer said "I had been
125
Kypreos. a five-year seteran. had
years and I felt I needed to he around new
itive and, as you know, he will play hurt
minutes last season Ile has no points
penalty
"Ile has played with the top players I people
and 17 penalty minutes this season
Mar-Omen!, with one goal and lice as
placed him with Way ne Gretzky at the Can
Richter played the last four years at the
minutes
year. has 52 penalty
asia Cup He played on Gretzky's line he- sisas this
'nisersity of Wisconsin
As a rookie last season. Poulin. 20. had 20
cause he reads plass 'crc well

wins Ci

versus the Jets
11F.MPSTEAD, N Y (AP) - There is
one thing the New York Jets do not want to
be part of Sunday history
The only' way to prevent that is by beating the Miami Dolphins and stopping Don
Shula from breaking George Halas' NFL
record of 124 victories
And the Jets have done rather well the
last eight years. going 10-7 against the [Nilphins Miami's only defeat this season was
to the Jets. 24-14 in Week 2.
Shula tied Halas mark with the Dolphins' 30-10 victory' last week over Kansas
City.
"He's beaten ire three times, so there
are 321 other people he's beaten, too." Jets
coach Bruce Coslet said. "I think everyone
knows the regard I hold for coach Shula"
As if the Jets needed added incentise
See SHULA on page 19

from page 1-

DeBeck
a Ng win Although rushing the field ut arena
mac Nerfll 084, the results are men trap,
Amway. hack to the TIMM point Sunda%
morning in Ann Arbor. Mich . UnisersitYol
Maine fieki hockey coach Tern Xis was
struck by a car while logging After she was
treated at a local hospital. she reiomed the
team, who then lost to Michigan
After studying the Wisconsin fiasco. I'm

to conduct another
the relationship het.% ern the I'nisei
study
as to it%
sin of Michigan and %
•On another unrelated toph. I think the
North Atlantis Conten-nce desen es applause
for then handling of the I'Maine 1)elass are

%UR SitIllt+Olts will want

men's socx-er situation
The original game was postponed when
Delaware officials des tared the field unplay

able, as a heats rainfall blanketed the MidAtlantic area the day before
Them the sun came out with the tempera
tine reaching 75 degrees.angering some of the
1.'Maine delegation
The game was postponed due to an un
written nde going the home team's coach
and athletic dnrctor control over the playing
.4 the game, allowing them to cancel or
postpone a game
Ihe NA('. after the initial uproar. calmly
met and devitied to put the unwritten rule down
black-and white
Noss. dexisions on game cancellations can
he made no sooner than one hour before the
scheduled start That w a,changing weather

con?!t at u lations
•It hardly wrinc possible. but the lira basketball ganr is only 10 days away. when the
%minim s team splits sip for a BI uri1Alute scnm
nuge The men take to the hanhvood 11 day s,
when they play Iligh I -Ise .Artrrica in Caribou
*Finally, congratulations to cross country
runners Kerry Brothers and Sean Tynan on
earning all-New England honors during the
New England Championship,during the past
weekend
Tynan has turned consistent tor ii
romances for the 1 Maine men throughout
the seawri. while Bn idlers has likewise paced
the women's team tor crosscountry coach

factors can he factoird
Also. postponed games will he made up at
a neutral site, with the conference phi irig ii

Jim Ballinger
ith these final thoughts, we can wrap up
the fall season and focus attention or the
winter spirts Mc. how time flies

the tab
This polity makes sense It's a shame
that it took a contro% ersy to force the policy
to he wntten down Nevertheless,N AC oornMISsiOrieT Stu Haskell and others &sent*

Chess Ih.fteek is a settior.tournalism Mit
from Rervirr, Me who blowy he has a better
.-hance ofwinning the football ps(r*s than _MR
(Rut realize% Finn Li Ilea of reach ).
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UMaine sports notebook

White Sox's McDowell
wins Cy Young Award

The University of
Maine men's soccer season ended Tuesday, despite a 1-0 victory over the
University of Delaware
Tuesday at Nickerson
Field on the campus of Boston University.
Dustin Perkins scored the Black Bear
goal at the 7:04 mark of the first half. Bob
Strong picked up a rebound and passed to an
open Perkins. Perkins then converted his
first collegiate goal
Seb D'Appolonia made the goal stand

ERA in 1983 and Rick Sutcliffe a 3.M ERA
in 1984 with the Cleveland Indians and the
Chicago Cubs.Sutcliffe was 4-5 with a 5.15
ERA for Cleveland and 16-1 with a 2.69
ERA for the Cubs.
McDowell, a 27-year-old right-hander,
slumped late, going 2-3 with a 3.51 ERA
after Aug. 31. He also was 0-2 with a 10.00
ERA against Toronto in Chicago's six-game
playoff loss, but voting was completed before the start of the postseason.
McDowell led the AL this year with four
shutouts and was second with 256 2-3 innings.
He is the winningest pitcher of the 1990s against their biggest rival, its there with
at 73-39 and is third among active pitchers Shula seeking the historic victory. For New
in winning percentage at .623, trailing Rog- York,a win would even its record at 4-4 and
er Clemens of the Boston Red Sox (.655) make thoughts of the playoffs somewhat
and Dwight Goockn of the New York Mets more realistic
(.655).
After beating the local rival Giants 10-6
McDowell is the third White Sox pitcher last Sunday.the Jets celebrated with one eye
to win the award, joining Hoyt and Early on the next game — and S hula.
Wynn (1959).
"We talked about it in the meeting. This
Only two players earned bonuses for would lose some luster if we don't carry it
their Cy Young finishes. Key got $50,000 over and perform well against Miami."
and Ward earned $25.000.
Coslet said. "I didn't want to rain on their
parade. I want them to enjoy this, but not
lose focus."
"If the human body recognized agony and
Having Miami immediately on the horizon should ensure no wandering thoughts.
run
never
would
people
ion,
frustrat
"We won't have any problem getting
."
baseball
play
or
babies,
for the Dolphins."• Eric Thomas said
ready
have
ns,
maratho
with assurance."I'm sure they feel the same
—Carlton Fisk, 1990
was Weexpect it to be anotherclose game."

NEW YORK(API — Jack McDowell of
the Chicago White Sox won his first American League Cy Young Award on Tuesday.
a year after finishing second in the voting.
McDowell, who was 22-10 and led the
AL in victories, easily outdistanced Randy
Johnson of the Seattle Mariners in voting by
the Baseball Writers Association of America. McDowell received 21 first-place votes,
six seconds and one third for 124 points
based on a 5-3-1 system. Johnson had six
firsts, 14 seconds and one third for 75 points.
Kevin Appier of the Kansas City Royals
was third with one first, four seconds and 13
thirds for .10 points,followed by Jimmy Key
of the New York Yankees with 14 points
and Toronto Blue Jays reliever Duane Ward
with five points. Two Blue Jays followed,
ith Pat Hentgen getting three points and
Juan Guzman getting one.
McDowell. who won 20 games and finished behind0Aland Athletes Dennis Eckersley in last ;ear's voting, won this time
despite a 3.37 .RA.third-highest ever for a
Cy l'oung wittier
1 aMarr Hoyt ofthe White Sox hada 68

Shula

up, saving five of eight Delaware shots to
pick up his 15th career shutout. Delaware
keeper Stewart Mason saved four of 16
UMaine shots.
Drexel tied Vermont in Philadelphia.Pa
to take fourth place in the North Atlantic
Conference and the final playoff spot
UMaine and Drexel finished with identical
3-3-1 conference records, but Drexel beat
UMaine 1-0 head-to-head
The Black Bears finished 7-8-1 overall.
while Delaware concluded their season with
a 2-16-1 mark.

from page 18
In recent seasons,the Jets managed strong
efforts against Dan Marino. So there is little
relief that the star quarterback is sidelined
with a torn Achilles tendon and Scott Mitchell is running the offense.
"They look like they haven't lost much,"
Thomas said. "He looks like he can handle
the load'
"We can't say Marino is not there and
take the Dolphins lightly.- added running
hack Johnny Johnson "Just look at their
record."
Miami simply has the hest record in the
league at 6-1 And, of course, it has Shula.
who has needed 31 seasons to achiese what
Halas did in 40.
"I much prefer watching it another week
on TV.- James Hasty said or the record
setting win."I don't want to he a part of his
getting the record"
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Bruins sign Bourque
to five-year extension
WILMINGTON, Mass. (API — Captain Ray Bourque and the the Boston Bruins
agreed to a five-year contract Monday,end ing months of negotiations
Terms ofthe deal were not announced,hut
the total package was reportedly more than
SI 2 million The contract begins with the
current season and extend. through 14Q7 ,48
"It's a big day forme." said Bourque.an
all-star in each of his previous 14 seasons
ith the Bruins and a four-time Norris Iniphy winner as the NIIL's hest defenseman
"There's nothing more that I wanted to
come out of this with than finishing my day.
in Boston." Bourque said after Monday'.
practice session "I've been here 14 years
and not many guys haye been able to play in
one place that long Now I'm going to have
a chance to play here another use years"
Last month, arbitrator Richard Bloch
awarded Bourque a two-y ear contract iaoclh
52 25 million a year, a figure far below the
54 25 million annual salary he reponedly
had been seeking
Ihe arbitration process and the security of
a five-year guaranteed contract apparently
convinced Bourque to make some financial
concessions Another major factor was his
desire to remain in the Boston area with his
wife, Chnstiane. and three young ,:hildren
•'Coming out of arbitration t the Bruins
and 11didn't really feel that good about how
it went:* said Bourque. who will turn 33 on
Dec 28 "Going for more money.I would've
had to go through the same thing
"Alms age.the mones I'll he getting for
he able to plan
the next five years means
the rest of my future Ism secure in a lot of
way.

,••10.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTS2.000 S4 DOC. i. mo teaching basic
conversational English abroad Japan.
Taiwan, and S Korea Many employers
provide room 8 board •other benefits
No teaching background or Asian tan.
guages required For more informatincall (206, 632- "-'i• ext 15067
Hiring for summer
.
portunities
motivated. hardworking students L
'2,00C running own business
$5000 S
Call 800 346-4649 College Pro
GREW * CLUBS-Raise up to S1000 in
lust one %weir! Fraternity, sorority • clubs
Plus S1030 for yourself! And a FREE
SH1RT ?ust for calling 1 -800-932-0528
ext 75

Spring Break sale! Jamaica Cancun,
S • Oc,
,
Bahamas S Padre, Florida irn
$SSIOrg,iBook now and save
'
group travel free! Sun Splash
800-426-7710

Bruins president and general manager
Harry Sinden, who was perceived by some
fans as the villain dunng Bourque's arbitration process, was happy on two counts' He
has locked up his hest player for five years.
and also has been able to avoid a trend
toward soaring salaries.
While the Montreal Canadiens signed
goaltender Patnck Roy to a four-year, SU%
million contract. Sinden was able to sign
perhaps his most expensive player for a
much smaller amount Some OhserverN suggested Sinden was sending a message to the
rest of the NHL
"I hope it works that was:'Sinden said
"the main thrust was to make Ray feel he
was treated fairly and properly. But if there's
a spin off, so he it
Bourque. in his 15th MIL season, is one
ofthree defensemen with I.000career points
In 1,038 games, he has 294 goals and 813
assists for 1.107 points, second-hest among
defensemen and 28th overall
This season, he has three goals and se% en
assists in 10 games
"It'll he nice not to deal with !contract
negotiationci for the next fise years," said
Bourque. the subject of trade rumors over
the past year "Now I can Just focus on
doing my job and making sure I'm there for
my family "
Although the NHL pnthibits no-trade
clauses in player contracts. "nothing is going to happen with Ray leasing the city
unless hew ants it to.' said Bourque's agent.
Steve Freyer
The Bruins are hoping to keep Bourque
in Boston for the remainder of his career
And apparently. he feels the same way

Raines, Murray to
head free-agent filings
NEW YORK(AP)— The Detroit Tigers Andy MacPhail said.
Minnesota exercised a $500.01) option
liked Eric Davis enough to keep him, and
3-0 with a
gas e the outfielder a one-year contract worth on reliever Carl Willis, who was
Twins could
The
games.
53
in
ERA
3.10
million
$3
While Tim Raines, Eddie Murray and 'lase bought him out for S125.000.
Raines, among the top free agents availHarold Baines headed the list of 17 players
hit 1(6 for the Chicago White Sox this
able,
Davis
Monday.
ho filed for free agency
agreed to a contract with Detroit that gives season and had a 401 on-base percentage,
stole
him a 50 percent raise from his 1993 deal, although the 34-year-old outfielder
a full season
which called for Si million guaranteed and only 21 bases, his low for
Murray. a switch-hitter who will be 38
another SI million in bonuses based on
season, led the New York Mets with
next
roster time.
27
Davis, 31, was traded to the Tigers on a .285 average and 100 RBIs. hitting
homers
He
Dodgers.
Angeles
Aug. 31 by the Los
Baines, who will he 15 next year. led
played in 23 games with 1)etmit,hitting .253
with a .113 average, hitting 2()
Baltimore
.234
hit
He
RBIs
15
and
homers
six
with
driving in 78 runs
and
homers
games
with 14 homers and 5; RBIs in 108
Meanwhile, reports surfaced that Phla
with Los Angeles The 131 games played
were his most since 1989. when he played delphia Phillies reliever Mitch Williams
the goat of the World Series — could be
for Cincinnati
to Boston for reliever Jeff Russell
traded
free
for
filed
have
players
84
So far.
There base also been reports in New
agency and up to 22 more are eligible to file
sign reltever
by Sunday 's deadline Catcher Brian Harper York that the Phillies might
who gave
Williams,
trade
they
if
Smith
Lee
Minnesothe
became eligible Monday when
homta Twins declined to exercise a $2 et million up Joe Carter's World Senes- winning
IS
Game
in
er
buyout
$100,001)
a
pay
option and chose to
Other pitchers as table include.
"I've spent six years of my life in Min-- Houston's Mark Portugal. whom the
Little
playing
there
up
grew
kids
My
nesota
trading deadline
League hall There's sadness," Harper said. Philliec pursued before the
"But there's no bitzerness or resentment 1 and has filed for free agency
Seattle's Rands Johnson, the runner
feel good things are about to happen for me
up in the A mencan League Cy Young Award
I'm excited. really
for the right
Harper. 34, hit .304 with 12 home runs race, rumored to be available
and 73 RBIs in 1993. becoming only the trade
San Diego's Andy Ilene's, also said to
fourth catcher in 40 years to hit 100 in three
a%
ailable
he
consecutive seasons
General managers are meeting this week
'l'nfortunately the economics of baseFla . but cannot talk money with
Naples.
in
sear
out
ball make picking up Brian's option
of the question,- Twins general manager free agents until next week_

Epson Action 5000-24 pin printer, less
!nclucies at manu
than :0
581 1272
•••ais
Front row Wynton Marsalis tidcet for
58597
• 9th) S20 Ca
ciFia with stretch k ! and
Yakima -ars with no gutters Like new
•
• Ca.. 827 7308
Guitar-i Nation 6 string acoustic Exc
w," new hardshell case Ask
•
'alMikeat 866-3412
'
-1T
1110
18 A—
Mac Classic 11-'6 Mhz, 4 -1
excellent cond w/ soft
.
PC • more Carrying case Asking $800

FAST Gail lust come in between 7 00
and '030 am.order a spew, dna pin'
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
ford, Fosgate, Clarion, JVC,
Soundshapers-145 Elm St , Brewer
989 '889
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Weekh, TAILGATE PARTY
at ft (N'
OrSIPAVV" C)C4 XN:i CCWNr •Ak star.
Mir

581 673"

artments
g
rj

Lost: A pair of eye'passes Bitocars with
blue metallic frames Would have been
n a black case Lost on Friday the 22nd
Possibly lost in Boardman or Murray
',-,und cal' Ke- a*, 58' 8.468 REWARD!
• *.
Lost. 9. ;-• ,c
Corrmons or 1O27 CM S1(89.4

• -Iraphed copy of Stephen
Win a
King's book jbe.J2ddi.jjalfl! Come to
the Maine Review table in the Union

Orono-Avallabie trrered,ve
rooms, heated Centrally located
866 2816
In Orono-Lg 2 bedroom apt , close tc
campus, heated No pets Call 866 c • (or 941-9113
PáitPlsoe-2 BR unit with 2 ha,h, •
basement now open 5600 heated go-;

M/F wanted-2 bedroom apt S'. me
It161,tees Dishw ashes 2 ba •
•

Talwa(11ant.lue ()I
our classilied special:

3 hues
3 days
3 dollar.
sined ads•
All e las:
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must he
Arty quest sfus
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